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ainsi au d&eioppement de IVconomie mondiaie ; 

- d contribuer ci une saine expansion Pconomique 
en voie de dP veloppemenl &conomique ; 

duns Ies Pays Membres, ainsi que non membres, 

- ci contribuer ci /‘expansion du commerce mondiai sur une base multiiatt!raie et non disrrimi- 
natoire, conformCment aux ob/igalions internalionafcs. 

La personnaiitP juridique que possPdait I’Organisation EuropCenne de Coop&ration &nomique 
se continue dans [‘O.C.D.E., don? la crPation a pris efl’et Ie 30 septembre 1961. 
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L’Agence Europtenne pour i%zergie Nucle’aire (ENEA) a t!tP c&e en dkcembre 1957 dans le 
cadre de I’0.E.C.E. afin de dhvelopper la co/[aboration atomique entre /‘ensemble des pays de /‘Europe 
occidentate. Un ComitP de Direction de 1’Energie Nuci0aire comprenant des reprtsentants de tous 

ies pays Membres et AssociPs- est i’organe directeut de I’ENEA. 

L’Agence a pour fonctions de (a) crher des entreprises communes ; lrois entreprises ont t!t& consti- 
t&es : la Sock%.! Eurochemic pour le retraitemenl des combustibles irradiOs (h Mel, Beigique), le 
Ptojet de rbacteur ci eau lourde bouillante de Ha/den (NorvPge), le Projet Dragon de rPacteur ri 
Aaute tempbrature refroidi par gaz (ri Winfrith, Royaume-Uni) ; (b) harmoniser Ies programmes de 
recherches en facilr’tant la coopkration entre /es pays Membres dans /es domaines scientifiques et 
techniques, ies &changes de personnel et d’informations ; (c) &laborer des rPg/es unifotmes en matitbe 
nucit!aire pour l’ensemble de /‘Europe, notamment dans /es domaines de la Sante et de ia st!curitt, 
du transport des mati&res radioactives, de la responsnbilitk civiie et des assurances ; (d) ttudier ies 
aspects Cconomiques de I ‘Cnergie nuckaire en examinant p4riodiquetnent ies programmed nationaux, 
la place de t’4nergie nucikaire dans /a balance knerg&ique de /‘Europe et Ie marchb des combusti- 

bles, matPriaux et 6quipements nuclkaires. 
L’ENEA ttavaiiie en liaison avec ies autres org&ations inlernationaies intPressCes, particukre- 

ment avec I’Euratom et I’Agence Jnlernationaie de l’&ergie Atomique. 
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EXPERIMENTS FOR CRITICALITY CONTROL 

D. CALLIHAN 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, United States 

INTRODUCTION 
. 

The prevention of unwanted and uncontrolled nuclear chain reactions 
is of the greatest importance to the advancement of nuclear energy because 
of both the personnel and property damage which may result and the stigma 
attached to incidents directly associated with this new and often misunderstood 
energy source. Public reaction to such occurrences is often far’ out of propor- 
tion to their consequences, tragic though they may be to individuals directly 
concerned, when measured by the scale used to assess industrial accidents 
in general and the day-to-day accident experience of individuals. It is parti- 
cularly necessary that nuclear chain reactions be avoided in operations for 
processing fissionable materials where, in general, there is little protection 
of personnel from the attendant radiation and where the personnel them- 
selves are not nuclear reactor specialists knowledgeable in the properties of 
such chain-reacting systems. On the other hand, these processes must be 
designed and operated with some appreciation of their costs. The specifi- 
cation of these non-reactor operations with fissionable materials must, there- 
fore, be very carefully prepared in order to achieve both safety and reasonable 
economy. This requirement demands, a priori, sound technical information 
as design bases. Sources of such information are, at one extreme, direct 
measurement of equipment, piece by piece, to assure its safety and, at the 
other extreme, a nuclear-reactor-type calculation of tolerable dimensions 
and batch sizes. 

Present practices in nuclear safety rely strongly upon experimental evi- 
dence of the conditions necessary for a particular material to be critical in a 
particular configuration since uncertainties inherent in the results of reactor 
calculations, due to deficiencies in both the method and the nuclear constants 
which must be inserted into the analyses, demand the application of inordi- 
nate safety factors. That the emphasis may shift from such a strong depen- 
dence upon experiment as the field matures is recognized. 

Since a majority of the experiments have provided quite basic infor- 
mation, interpolation and short extrapolation of the results allow their appli- 
cation to many specific problems. The experimental results also serve as 
important guides in the development and evaluation of analytical methods. 

This paper discusses the experimental methods which yield information 
useful in the solution of criticality problems. Reference is made only to acti- 
vities within the United States. The discussion is very general, merely indi- 
cating the type of experiments and the laboratory requirements. There is 
no theoretical treatment of the experimental methods. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The experiments to be considered may be roughly grouped into two 
types. One includes those in which observations of the neutron multiplying 
properties of the test material are made directly and is illustrated by well- 
known critical experiments. In the other type, observation is made of the 
distribution, in space or in time, of neutrons within the test material and is 
characterized by exponential experiments. 

Critical Experiments 

The performance of a critical experiment yielding only a value of a cri- 
tical quantity is very straightforward and the observations are direct. The 
fissile material is arranged, with due regard for potential hazards, in 
the amount required to support a chain reaction. The result defines a cri- 
tical system under the conditions of the experiment. The establishment of 
this chain reaction is achieved in the following idealized manner. The requi- 
rements are the test material, a source of neutrons, and a detector of neutrons. 
Observations are made of the increasing neutron count rate as the material 
is assembled, preferably by remote operation, around the source. These 
observations provide guidance in the experiment and, finally, establish the 
system as critical. The increased count rate arises, of course, from fission- 
produced neutrons supplementing those from the source itself. 

A property of a neutron multiplying medium, k, known as the neutron 
reproduction factor, is defined as the ratio of the neutron population in succes- 
sive neutron generations. In anticipation of the discussion which folIows, 
it is noted that if k is equal to unity, an assembly is critical by definition; if k 
is either greater or less than unity, the assembly is either supercritical or sub- 
critical. The count rate observed during the construction of a critical assembly 
is the sum of source neutrons and those arising from fissions produced both 
by source neutrons and by progeny of neutrons born in earlier fissions. The 
count rate, C,, is, in this simple consideration: 

C t = Co + kc, + k2C, + . . . + k”C, 

where C, is the initial count rate in the absence of any neutron multiplying 
material and the exponents designate the neutron generation in which the 
fissions responsible for that term first occurred. This expression can be 
written as : 

C t 1 .- = --- 
C 0 l- ks for k<l 

and is the source neutron multiplication produced by the assembly as con- 
structed at time t. It is observed that the state is steady as long as k is a cons- 
tant less than unity. Increasing the size of the assembly increases k and 
increases the neutron multiplication. In the limit of k = 1, the source multi- 
plication becomes infinite. During the course of the assembly the reciprocal 
of the source multiplication, Co/C,, is plotted as a function of the controlling 
variable. Extrapolation of this plot to zero intercept yields the critical value 
of the variable, and the approach to a critical condition is thereby guided. 

It is interesting to observe that k is independent of the absolute value 
of the neutron flux and, since k = 1 is the necessary condition for criticality, 
critical systems can be operated at very low power. For this reason informa- 
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tion applicable to megawatt power reactors may be obtained from milliwatt 
critical experiments. It may also be noted that k of a finite volume is a func- 
tion of both the material and the geometry since the latter determines the 
loss of neutrons by leakage. For an infinite volume, k = k,, a property 
of the material alone. 

To ascertain that a system is indeed critical requires removal of the neu- 
tron source, or the production of sufficient fission neutrons to mask its pre- 
sence, to assure that the fission neutron population is constant in time and 
that the chain reaction is self-sustaining. Deviations in k from unity produce 
exponential changes in the neutron level at a rate depending upon the average 
neutron lifetime. Since about 0.7 % of the neutrons arising from fission are 
emitted by fission products which decay with finite half lives, the time behaviour 
of an assembly with k no greater than 1.007 is governed primarily by 
these delayed neutrons. The control of reactors is, indeed, possible only 
through these neutrons. If k exceeds 1.007 the system becomes prompt cri- 
tical and the uncontrollable rate of increase in power is governed by the pro- 
perties of the material. The margin between delayed critical, k = 1 BOO, 
and prompt critical, k = 1.007, is, perhaps, of the order of I x1 of the critical 
mass. It is for these reasons that critical experiments must be done with 
caution and in specially-designed laboratories. 

To extract information other than dimensions from critical experiments 
requires much more effort. It is necessary to evaluate the conditions parti- 
cular to the experiment, the effect on the critical volume of the container or 
the supporting structure, for example. It is also desirable to measure the 
spectral and spatial distribution of the neutron flux within and adjacent to 
the assembly. It is necessary to know in detail the properties of the experi- 
mental materials - both fissile and those needed for the experiment - requir- 
ing chemical and isotopic analyses. Additional knowledge of the pro- 
perties of the critical assembly may be obtained from its kinetic beha- 
viour, that is, the time rate of change of the neutron population as a function 
of the perturbation which caused it. From many data can come an analysis 
of the experiment and correlation with a definitive theoretical model. 

Neutron Multiplication Experiments 

The establishment of critical dimensions by neutron multiplication 
experiments, sometimes called ’ critical approach ’ or ’ subcritical ’ experi- 
ments, is a variation on the critical experiment described above. In these, 
as before, the test material, a source of neutrons, and a neutron detector are 
required. The same assembly procedure is followed, except that the assembly 
of material is stopped short of critical by an amount depending on the confi- 
dence in the measure of the multiplication. Many data obtained in labora- 
tories from experiments of this kind have yielded valuable information on the 
critical dimensions through extrapolation of the reciprocal neutron-multi- 
plication curve. The method has been used extensively in at least one process 
plant to determine the margin of safety in many operations. 

In these experiments it is important to establish a truly representative 
reciprocal multiplication curve which can be extrapolated with confidence. 
This will require careful location of the components to ensure observation 
of a neutron count rate characteristic of the assembly and not one distorted 
by extraneous reflections from nearby structure. It is most desirable, for 
example, to place the source within the fissile unit. 
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Two applications of this type of experiment to process testing, made at 
the Rocky Flats Plant, are described here. The first problem, reported by 
Bidinger (l), was undertaken to ascertain the feasibility of increasing the 
U 235 capacity of a storage tank by first filling the tank with short sections 
of borosilicate glass tubing known as Raschig rings. The experimental arran- 
gement is shown in the upper section of Figure 1. The glass rings (3.8 cm 
long, 3.8 cm outside dia., 0.2 cm wall thickness, 12.5 % B,O, content) when 
packed in the tank occupied 17.8 % of the volume and established a boron 
density of 15.4 g/litre. The tank was surrounded by concrete to provide 
neutron reflection. The neutron source was placed in the lower part of the 
cylindrical tank and the neutron counters beneath it. Aqueous uranyl nitrate 
solution, containing uranium of about 90 o/0 U 235 content, was used in these 
experiments at two chemical concentrations. The lower section of Figure 1 
shows the results in a plot of the reciprocal neutron multiplication observed 
as solution was added to the tank. A balance between neutron leakage and 
neutron production after a particular height is exceeded is shown by the 
parallelism of the curves and the abscissa. This indicates that a tank infi- 
nitely tall will be subcritical. 

The second example illustrates an examination of the safety of a storage 
array. The units to be stored were cylindrical containers of an enriched 
uranium solution mounted in a supporting frame. The neutron source was 
located inside the container which was to become the most central in the 
array and the boron-containing neutron detectors were placed at its base as 
shown in Figure 2. The result of assembling up to 25 conterminous units 
in a square pattern is shown in the graph. Figure 3 is a photograph of the 
completed array. 

It is pointed out that this type of experiment does not yield basic infor- 
mation beyond the critical dimensions obtained from the extrapolation of 
the reciprocal multiplication curves. These remarks have been purposely 
detailed to emphasize the advantages of the method in a direct evaluation 
of process-plant safety. 

Material Replacement Experiments 

A low-power reactor or critical assembly is required for experiments 
of this type. The assembly is equipped with a device for precisely adjusting 
the reactivity and is provided with a means of introducing samples into a 
central region. It essentially compares the neutron multiplying properties 
of a test sample with those of a standard. 

The properties of a number of materials have been studied extensively 
at the Hanford Laboratories by this method in the Physical Constants Test 
Reactor described by Donahue t2). The PCTR may be briefly described 
as a graphite-moderated critical lattice of enriched uranium rods enclosing 
a central cavity having a capacity of a few hundred litres. The assembly 
is approximately a 2-m cube. It can be separated into two sections for opera- 
tional convenience. Although the central cavity is filled with the test material, 
only a small portion at the centre is designated as the sample. The purpose 
of the remainder, called a buffer, is to establish at the sample a neutron spec- 
trum characteristic of the test material itself in contrast to the spectrum in 
the critical uranium lattice. The property evaluated in the PCTR is the neu- 
tron multiplication factor of an infinite sample, k,. 

The basis of the experiment is the condition that exchange of two samples 
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of equal k, within the assembly will not change the reactivity of the assembly. 
In the PCTR experiments one of the samples, the standard with k, unity, 
is a vacuum or, for practical reasons, helium. The procedure, therefore, is 
to adjust the amount of a neutron absorber, of known properties, distributed 
within the material under study, including the buffer, until substitution of the 
standard sample for the central poisoned test sample causes no change in the 
overall reactivity of the assembly. This condition is achieved, of course, 
when the control devices remain fixed for both sample conditions. 

The value of k, can be inferred from the quantity of neutron absorber 
required to establish this identity of samples and its neutron absorption ccoss- 
section. 

Figure 4 is a photograph of the PCTR and Figure 5 is a close view of 
the buffer section. The test sample measured 15 x 15 x 30 cm. 

The application of the PCTR is illustrated by the recent experiments 
by Handler t3) establishing the limiting critical U 235 enrichment of uranium 
homogeneously moderated by hydrogen. The test material was uranium 
oxide mixed with an hydrogenous plastic. The value of k, was determined 
for each of several mixtures of varying hydrogen content over a range of 
U 235 enrichment. Interpolation of the results defined a combination of these 
quantities (- 1 %U 235 enrichment and an H/U ratio of about 5) which, 
without any extraneous neutro’n absorber, would effect no change in the 
reactivity of the assembly upon substitution for the standard. 

Exponential Experiments 
Information describing neutron multiplying properties may be obtained 

from exponential experiments, an example of the type depending primarily 
upon neutron distribution measurements. Exponential experiments can be 
performed with considerably smaller quantities of the material of interest 
than are required for critical or even for multiplication experiments. An 
idealized exponential experiment consists of a block of the test material 
placed with its base adjacent to an extended source of neutrons. The source 
may be a beam of neutrons from an operating reactor or it may be one or more 
capsules of a mixture of polonium and beryllium, or of plutonium and beryl- 
lium, embedded in a neutron diffusing material such as graphite. 

The performance of the experiment consists in measuring the steady 
state spatial distribution of slow neutrons in the multiplying medium with 
appropriate neutron detectors. The material buckling, B2,, a property only 
of the material, can be obtained from this distribution in the following manner. 
Neutron diffusion theory f4) relates the buckling and the slow neutron distri- 
bution by the expression: 

In this relation a and b are the effective ,dimensions of the block in the plane 
parallel to the base and l/y is the relaxation length of the neutrons in the direc- 
tion perpendicular to the base. The relaxation length is the distance within 
which the neutron flux decreases by a factor e, the logarithmic base, as is 
seen from the expression Q(z) = Ce-v, describing the exponential dependence 
of the flux on the distance from the source. The quantities measured in the 
experiment are a, b, and y. Recognition must be made of the deficiencies of 
diffusion theory in the interpretation of these measurements. 
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Figure 4. Physical Constant Test Reactor. 

The solution of the equation describing the flux distribution in a parti- 
cular critical assembly yields a value of the geometric buckling, Bq2, a pro- 
perty of the geometry. Since the values of the geometric and the material 
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Figure 5. Close view of PCTR near midplane: 

bucklings of a critical system are equal, determination of the latter from an 
exponential experiment enables the critical dimensions of the material in a 
particular geometry to be calculated by equating these two characteristic 
quantities. It is emphasized that dimensions appearing in the expressions 
for bucklings define a fictitious boundary where the neutron flux, not the 
physical boundary, effectively vanishes. These two dimensions differ by the 
extrapolation distance, a difficult quantity to evaluate since it depends in part 
upon the multiplying medium, the shape of the boundary and the reflector 
condition. Uncertainties in extfapolation distances can introduce significant 
errors in the critical dimensions evaluated in this manner. 

Many exponential experiments have been described in the literature (‘I 
and reference is made to them for details. 

Pulsed Neutron Experiments 

In the second type of experiment predicated on neutron distribution, 
short bursts of fast neutrons are inje:ted ir,to a sample of the multiplying 
material and the exponential decay of the prompt neutrons from fission 
is observed. Characteristic lifetimes in moderated multiplying media are of 
the order of milliseconds and are significantly less in fast neutron systems. 
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The prompt neutron decay constant governing the exponential decay is the 
quantity measured in pulsed neutron experiments. 

Treatment of the time-dependent prompt neutron flux decay by reactor 
analysis relates the decay constant to the buckling of the medium. In principle 
the prompt critical buckling is the intercept obtained by extrapolation of the 
curve relating the measured decay constants of assemblies of a particular 
composition to their geometric bucklings. In some cases the delayed critical 
buckling can be inferred from the results of this type of experiment, supple- 
mented by knowledge of the properties of the material. 

The equipment required for these experiments includes a source of 
fast neutron pulses and a neutron detecting system capable of measuring 
the neutron intensity as a function of time within intervals in the 0.01 ps 
to millisecond range. The source is usually the D-T nuclear reaction which 
yields 14 . MeV neutrons. A beam of deuterons, accelerated by potentials 
of the order of 100 kV by a high voltage device, is caused to fall upon a tri- 
tium target only during short periodic intervals by a pulsing electrostatic 
field through which the beam passes. Equally short and periodic bursts of 
neutrons are thereby produced. Neutrons are detected by crystal scintilla- 
tors. The time distribution of the neutrons following a burst is measured 
directly or is converted to a pulse-height distribution which is sorted into 
intervals by a pulse height analyzer. The output of the analyzer is stored 
until the number of pulses observed is sufficient for adequate statistics. The 
original distribution in time is then displayed. 

A number of pulsed neutron experiments have been reported and reference 
is made to them for details of the analyses (Q. 

That quantitative measures can be made of process equipment sufficiently 
subcritical to meet safety requirements has not been clearly established. A 
proposal. for effecting such measurements has been made by Silver (‘1 in 
which the decay constant is first determined with the equipment water-filled, 
and then when filled with a solution of known concentration of fissile 
isotope. A linear extrapolation of these two points yields the concentration 
which would be prompt critical and an estimate can be made of the delayed 
critical concentration. Values of the decay constant measured during sub- 
sequent operations indicate the degree of approach to a potentially hazardous 
condition. Favourable comparison of the values of k describing an assembly 
of water-moderated and reflected reactor fuel elements obtained both by a 
pulsed neutron experiment and by a more conventional method support the 
proposal. The minimum value of k in this experiment was 0.87. 

This technique, in its present development, is applicable to homogeneous- 
ly distributed materials in simple geometry. 

The availability of compact portable sources of neutron pulses makes 
desirable an exploration of this method of safety evaluation. 

LABORATORY AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Any experiment with fissile material is potentially hazardous to a degree 
depending upon the nearness of the approach to criticality in its performance. 
The experiments considered above, therefore, require specialties in laboratory 
and equipment design commensurate with both’ the radiation hazard involved 
and the possible severity of radioactive contamination arising from the test 
materials. Brief comment on accepted practices will be made in this 
Section. 

’ 
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Critical Experiments 

Of the several types discussed, critical experiments are more vulnerable 
to nuclear incidents. In fact the record in the United States shows a greater 
preponderance of incidents of this kind in critical experiments laboratories 
than in all other nuclear activities combined. This susceptibility is not unex- 
pected, because these experiments are purposely exploratory and because 
they are short-ranged and do not warrant the detailed operational mechanisms 
prepared for long-term operating reactors. On the other hand, although 
incidents in critical experiments may be quite severe in their immediate envi- 
rons, the hazard to an extended area is negligible since, in low-power operation, 
no inventory of radioactive fission products has accumulated. For these 
reasons the critical experiments laboratory is designed to protect primarily 
the operating staff. This protection against direct radiation is provided by 
local shielding or by adequately separating the potential accident site from the 
operating centre. Both of these methods must be supplemented by control 
of personnel to ensure their proper location at times of accident potential. 
This control may be accomplished by interlocking equipment with access 
barriers and by strict administrative practices. Potential accidents necessitate 
these protective measures, not the usual low-power operations. 

The Los Alamos Laboratory is admirably located in a system of connec- 
ting canyons which allows the ’ safety-by-distance ’ solution of the radiation 
problem. A plan of the laboratory site is shown in Figure 6. The experiments, 
assembled in buildings designated as kivas, are made critical by remote opera- 
tion from the control centre some 400 m distant. Natural shielding provides 
protection of one kiva from the other. Requirements of long cables for ins- 
trument and control signals and inconvenient access by personnel for equip- 
ment adjustment are obvious disadvantages of this laboratory plan. 

The recently completed Plutonium Critical Mass Facility at Hanford 
described by Reardon and his colleagues (*) is an example of a laboratory 
with test and control areas relatively proximate and radiation protection 
provided by local shielding. The reactor room walls and the roof are of 
ordinary reinforced concrete 1.5 m and 0.6 m thick, respectively. The structure 
is designed to provide protection both from the radiation accompanying a 
nuclear excursion and any concomitant internal pressure. Figure 7 is the 
floor plan of the facility of which Figure 8 is an exterior photograph. 

Special equipment is required in some laboratories to contain, contaminat- 
ing materials which may be used in their programmes. Figure 9 is a photo- 
graph of a compartment to house the vessels in which the plutonium-solution 
critical experiments will be performed. 

The Basic requirements of the equipment for critical experiments can 
assume many variations in conformity with the needs of particular assemblies- 
The requirements, succinctly enumerated, are: a neutron source, three or 
more neutron detectors, and a method of changing the reactivity of the assem- 
bly by remote control. 

The source can be a capsule containing a mixture of polonium and 
beryllium, plutonium and beryllium, or radium and beryllium, although 
the gamma radiation from radium is undesirable. The neutron source may 
be an inherent property of the test material exemplified by spontaneous 
fission in U 238 and in Pu 240, a contaminant of Pu 239; or by the a-n reaction 
on the oxygen in aqueous solutions of plutonium, a strong alpha particle 
emitter. 
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Figure 6. Plan of Los Ahmos critical experiments laboratory site. 

Although a proportional neutron counter, with associated amplifier 
and scaler, is required for observing the source-neutron multiplication in 
the approach to criticality, operation both at and near critical can be best 
guided by a continuous recording of the output of an integrating device such 
as an ionization chamber. Two or more of the sensory circuits, preferably 
of very rapid response, are required to signal an-emergency and to actuate 
the shut-down mechanism if a predetermined power or neutron flux level 
is exceeded. A safety circuit responsive to the time rate of change of the 
flux level is a desirable supplement. 

Auxiliary necessities are standard health physics-type instruments for 
the control of contamination which can arise from the materials under test, 
and for radiation surveys both during normal experimentation and in the event 
of an incident. 

The details of the method of controlling the reactivity may vary widely, 
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Figure 7. Floor pIan of Hanford plutonium critical mass facility. . 

depending upon the nature and the materials of the experiment, provided 
two basic requirements are met. One of these requirements is remote opera- 
tion and the other is, in effect, reversibility of the operation with the rate of 
reactivity removal greater than the rate of addition. At this point the discus- 
sion may diverge along many paths. Possibly the simplest example, and one 
often employed, is the stepwise construction of an array in the presence of a 
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Figure 9. Containment structure for plutonium critical experiment equipment. 

strong neutron-absorbing element which can be withdrawn by remote control. 
If, further, this absorber is supported against gravity by an electromagnet 
whose current is controlled by the radiation-sensitive detectors, its reinser- 
tion serves the shut-down requirement. 

A well known method of reactivity control in experiments with solid 
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materials is the construction of the assembly in two sections, one being movable 
by a remotely-operated motor. Upon emergency signal the sections are driven 
apart at a speed greater than their approach. A remotely-operated pump 
may transfer a liquid to the experiment - for example the fissile material 
in solution or an aqueous neutron moderator or reflector for a solid-fuel 
system. Removal of the liquid can be through a pipe, larger than the .entry 
line, equipped with a ’ normally-open ’ valve controlled by the radiation 
sensor. It is appropriate to provide a second and independent shut-down 
method to guard against the failure of the primary one. This may also be 
the insertion of an absorber, or the removal of moderator or fuel, by gravity 
or by a spring-loaded device. Many effective and acceptable combinations 
of these basic control methods can be devised. 

It is difficult to illustrate the details of actual experimental arrangements. 
The assembly for each of two recent tests made in Oak Ridge are shown in 
Figures 10 and 11. In the first of these the material mounted on the platforms 
is a mixture of UF, and paraffin formed into compact blocks and wrapped 
in thin aluminium foil to facilitate handling. The platform on the left 
is movable by controls located in a well-shielded area. The approach to criti- 
cality is effected by observing the neutron multiplication as successive blocks 
are added. The base is a low density aluminium structure to minimize the 
return of neutrons in this nominally unreflected array. 

A photograph of an array of 98 plastic bottles containing 93 % U 235 
enriched uranium in solution (Figure 1 l), is even less definitive of detail. The 
purpose of the experiment was to establish safety specifications for storage 
of these units, each of which contained about 6 kg U 235, by determining the 
critical number as a function of their spacing. Although the contents of most 
of the units remained fixed during the experiment, five centrally located units 
were joined to a common supply of solution and could be filled .by a remotely- 
operated pump. They could be emptied through a large pipe fitted with an 
automatically controlled valve. It is, perhaps. obvious that this experiment 
followed many simpler ones which established the critical dimensions of 
smaller arrays. 

Neutron Multiplication and Exponential Experiments 
There are no unique laboratory requirements imposed by safety on 

neutron multiplication and exponential experiments. Fissile materials and 
neutron sources are used in both, so it is imperative that the quantities of 
the former be kept well below critical amounts and that the hazards of neu- 
tron sources, per se, be recognized. If the assemblies under study are nomi- 
nally unreflected, it is necessary that they be located with reasonable separa- 
tion from extraneous refiecting structures. 

The instrumentation for the neutron multiplication experiments is the 
same as that required for the initial steps of a critical experiment. 

Puised Neutron Experiments 
The above comments on quantities of fissile material and neutron 

reflection are applicable to pulsed neutron experiments with perhaps even 
greater emphasis on minimizing spurious neutron reflection. Personnel 
shielding during these experiments is necessary because of the intensity of 
the neutron source. 
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Figure 11, Array of U 2350enriched uranium solution containers. 

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS 

Little need be said about the qualifications of personnel for these experi- 
ments beyond pointing out that each is a research type project requiring qua- 
lified and knowledgeable staff. The performance of critical experiments is 
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not to be likened unto the operation of a power reactor. Most reactors are 
well-established machines incorporating thoroughly tested safety devices and 
automatic control mechanisms whose surveillance can be made a routine. 

FUTURE DEMANDS ON EXPERIMENTS 

There are deficiencies in the basic information applicable to nuclear 
safety problems. It is the intent of this Section to list some of those areas 
in which deficiencies are believed to exist; the selection is based on personal 
observations and is not purported to be complete. 

Enriched Uranium 

2. The relation between critical dimensions of standard-density, highly- 
enriched uranium compounds as a function of moderation should be extended 
to zero moderation. 

3. Another area, at present under investigation but requiring extension, 
is that of arrays of individually subcritical units. To generalize even a semi- 
empirical interpretation of data and to provide for development of a theory 
req**ires 

4 
b) 
d 
4 
e) 
4 . 

knowledge of the effect on a critical array of the following: 
The moderation of a single unit; 
The U 235 density and the U 235 enrichment of a single unit; 
Neutron reflectors closely fitting single units ; 
A moderator distributed between units; 

’ The reflection of the array. 
The knowledge of uranium of intermediate enrichment should be 

1. Perhaps the most interesting and demanding gap in the data at this 
time is the dependence of critical parameters on the density of U 235 in process 
materials. Although the mass of U 235 per unit volume of solution is estab- 
lished by solubility, the mass per unit volume of a slurry of a sintered oxide, 
whose density is nearly that of the crystal, will be significantly different at 
the same moderation. Experiments performed with high density compounds, 
highly enriched in U 235, compacted homogeneously with hydrogenous 
solids, will furnish information on this density effect. 

broadened by repeating item 1 with 30 % U 235 material. 
5. The field of low enrichment should be extended by repeating both 

items 1 and-.2 with 5 o/o enriched uranium. 
6. Very little is known of the properties of enriched uranium moderated 

by other than hydrogenous materials. Suggested for study as moderators 
are: D,O, D,O-H 0 mixtures, beryllium and carbon. The last two, in combi- 
nation with water or organic substances, will yield information useful in some 
reactor fuel fabrication processes. Common organic materials encountered 
in industry may be included in this list. 

U 233 and Plutonium 

It is believed that only the more basic information describing U 233 
and Pu 239 is required and that effects on attendant criticality problems 
of special moderators, etc., and the interaction between subcritical units can 
be extrapolated from U 235 data with support from a few representative 
measures. The topics suggested are, therefore: 

. 
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a) The critical dimensions of water-reflected and unreflected spheres 
of aqueous solutions in an H/U 233 range of 70 to 1,000; 

b) A study of H/U 233 values between 0 and 50; 
c) Examination of U 233.Th mixtures; 
d) An extensive programme yielding basic information describing 

Pu 239, in simple geometry, over a wide moderation range including 
H/Pu 239 of 0 to 50. 

Mixed Fissile Isotopes 

The critical dimensions of binary and ternary mixtures of U 233, U 235 
and Pu 239 will be useful to some applications. 

Neutron Absorbers 

Investigations furthering the use of neutron-absorbing elements as either 
liquid or solid constituents of process streams will support this method of 
increasing unit capacity. Distinction should be made between the effect 
of a solid constituent as truly an absorber, and its effects as a diluent and in 
producing inhomogeneity. 

Experimental Methods 

Improvement can be made in existing experimental techniques and in 
developing practical in-process methods of evaluating nuclear safety. An 
example is the application of pulsed neutron experiments. 
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*** 

G. BL~~SSER, Euratom : 
Je serais heureux de savoir si I’on peut Iire Ies variations du niveau de la 

cuve du rkacteur PROSERPINE i 0,Ol mm pres ou 0,l mm, ainsi qu’il est 
dit ailleurs dans Ie rapport de M. Clouet d’Orva1. Je me demande 6galement 
si la quantiti de solution qui reste toujours dans le reservoir pour des raisons 
de capillaritk n’introduit pas une erreur dsns la dktertiination de la hauteur 
critique de la cuve. 

C. CLOUET D'ORVAL, France: 
Nous pouvons effectivement apprecier des variations de hauteur de 

0,Ol mm. Le tube qui traverse l’empilement et reste rempli de solution contribue 
bien sfir & la masse critique de I’ensembie. Nous n’avons pas pu en dkterminer 
correctement l’effet, mais nous pensons qu’il est faible. 

W. SCHULLER, Eurochemic : 
I was surprised to hear from Mr. Walford that concrete is a better reflector 

than water. Could he specify whether there are any results and to what 
cases this applies? 

J.G. WALFORD, United Kingdom : 
We have carried out only one main type of experiment on the effectiveness 

of concrete as a neutron reflector; this made use of a 1.4 ‘A enriched uranium 
system of near-optimum moderation. We found that water gave a reflector 
saving to this system of about 3.5 cm whereas the reflector saving due to thick 
concrete was aImost 5 cm. I would not like to suggest that these figures are 
directly applicable to any other system. I do believe, however, that our 
experiments place the various reflectors in the correct order of effectiveness, 
at least for thermal neutron systems, and the high neutron reflecting power of 
concrete should therefore be seriously considered when assessing the safety 
of process vessels. 

. 
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C. SCHUSKE, United States: 
What H/X ratio were these systems? 

J.G. WALFORD: 

The comparison of concrete and water as reflectors was mainly carried 
out on solid near-cubical assemblies of 1.4 % enriched uranium at an H/U 
(total) ratio of 8, corresponding 0 to an H/U 235 ratio of about 570. This 
system is well moderated. The slide showing the interacting slab experiments 
depicts a system which will first be used with 30 % enriched uranyl fluoride 
solutions having an H/U 235 ratio of about 130, which we find is near the 
moderation giving minimum critical volume. 

D. CALLIHAN, United States: 
We obtained very provisional data on a 3 X-U 235 enriched uranium, 

hydrogen-moderated system at an H/U 235 of about 130. An 18.in. thickness 
of concrete seems to be a slightly better reflector than a similar thickness 
of paraffin, which in turn is a slightly better reflector than an equal thickness 
of water. With thinner layers of the individual materials, this relation might 
be somewhat different. I point out further that these results are strongly 
dependant upon the material being reflected. 

P. BENOIST, France : 
Que penserait M. Walford de l’explication suivante sur I’efficacite du 

bcton, de I’eau et de la paraffine comme rkflecteur : ctant donnc que les fuites 
de neutrons dans un systcme aqueux sont essentiellement des fuites de neutrons 
rapides, la presence dans le b&on d’klements lourds pourrait ralentir la ther- 
malisation des neutrons dans le b&on ; il en rksulterait qu’un neutron rapide 
aurait une chance moindre de devenir thermique dans le b&on et d’&re cap- 
ture par la forte section efficace de l’hydrogene ; en d’autres termes, il aurait 
done une chance plus grande d’etre renvoye dans le coeur. 

J.G. WALFORD: 

We in the United Kingdom, agree very much with what Mr. Benoist 
has just said. I did not wish to imply that we were completely without an 
explanation of the effect when I mentioned it as a side-issue from the experi- 
mental programme, but rather to suggest that it is one of those things that 
have perhaps been glossed over slightly in the early, more simplified treatment 
of criticality problems. 

E.R. WOODCOCK, United Kingdom : 
The fact that concrete is a better reflector than water can be roughly 

explained in this way. The concrete contains more atoms heavier than hydro- 
gen than does water. These heavier atoms will turn a neutron back to the 
core much more easily than hydrogen will, because scattering with hydrogen 
in a laboratory system is always forward. We know that, in many cases, 
the thermal neutrons returning to the core are more effective than the fast 
neutrons returning to the core, but in concrete it seems that the actual number 
of neutrons returned is the overwhelming factor. 
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LG. WALFORD: 
I think this may be one of quite a number of instances where even a 

relatively crude experimental measurement can point the way to a more 
elegant theoretical treatment which can in its turn explain the phenomenon. 
Sometimes the more subtle phenomena tend to be overlooked in the rush 
of other computational work until some experimental evidence has been 
obtained. 

R. GALLEY, France: 
M. Walford a declari, au tours de son expose qu’il ktait enclin, selon 

son opinion, qui est egalement celle de ses collcgues, a recommander aux 
ingcnieurs l’empoisonnement par diffkrentes formules de poison, plutot que 
des mesures pouvant porter sur la masse, la concentration, etc. 11 a note 
que ses suggestions relatives A cette forme d’action sur les masses critiques 
ne suscitaient que tres peu d’enthousiasme. Ce manque d’interct ne serait-il 
pas partiellement imputable au fait que la plupart des gens ignorent la redou- 
table efficacitk des poisons par suite de la rarete des connaissances diffuskes 
k ce sujet ? 

D. CALLIHAN: 

I do believe that what Mr. Galley says is entirely true. In this new ap- 
proach to safety, however, there is much to be learned about the effectiveness 
of the materials as neutron absorbers but more particularly much has to be 
learned about their integrity, their chemical and mechanical stability, and 
since this practice is new, I think it is being correctly applied with caution. 

J. GUNTHER, France : 
Je me demande igalement si le scepticisme qui regne vis-his de l’emploi 

des poisons n’est pas du au fait que leur efficacitc est surtout portee vers l’aug- 
mentation de la masse critique et ne joue pas beaucoup, ou du moins a un degre 
qui n’a pas ctc pricise, sur I’Clargissement de la geometric critique. Or, la 
tendance actuelle est de controler le plus possible par la geometric, de sorte 
que l’existence d’une masse critique plus grande n’apparait peut-etre pas, 
a de nombreuses personnes, comme un gain manifeste. 11 est certain que 
l’effet d’un poison neutronique est beaucoup plus sensible dans des solutions 
tres bien mod&es qui donnent justement ler 
que, pour les solutions peu moderces, l’effet 
n’est sensible que dans le domaine thermique 
beaucoup plus restreint. 

E.C. WOODCOCK: 

masses critiques minima, alors 
des poisons dont l’absorption 
prksente evidemment un in&et 

With regard to the graphs of experimentally measured multiplications 
shown by Dr. Callihan, I wonder if I may be forgiven for saying one general 
word about multiplication. Essentially a multiplication is measured by placing 
a neutron source at some point near or in the system and measuring a flux 
at some different point, and it is the ratio of this neutron flux to neutron source 
which gives us a measure of multiplication. This means that there are as many 
different multiplications as there are pairs of points at which one can put 
the source and counter. Some of these multiplications are very well behaved . 
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and some are not; the surface multiplication of which I have spoken is one 
of the former. It is a measure of the skill of the experimenter, that he can 
place his source and counter in such a position that he gets a well-behaved 
multiplication which can extrapolate reliably to the critical size, but it is quite 
possible to place the source and counter in such a position that a most mis- 
leadinga multiplication is obtained. One may get very little effect until the 
system is very close to critical and then one will get a curve such as Mr. Callihan 
showed, which suddenly dropped down to the axis. This is perhaps a word 
of warning which should be borne in mind. 

D. CALLIHAN: 
. . As an experimentalist I showed that misbehaving multiplication curves 
canbe obtained, and my remark was cautionary. 

A.F. THOMAS, United Kingdom : 
. I agree thoroughly with both Dr. Callihan and Mr. Woodcock that one 

has to be very cautious about these things. At Aldermaston, we normally 
try to measure the central source multiplication of the system which is a very 
&ell-behaved quantity: but we feel that if one is going to measure multipli- 
cations other than the central source multiplication, or even central source 
multiplication itself, one must try to get the physics right. We believe that 
the multiplication to be used as an index of criticality is the ratio of the flux 
with the fissile material present to the flux with non-fissile replica. One is 
then measuring a ratio, and things like scattering, transmission of reflectors, 
etc., become a second-order effect - except with reflectors like water. 

J.G. WALFORD: 
I agree entirely with the points made by the last three speakers. The 

fact that the central source multiplication is one of the very ‘few measures 
of multiplication which is well behaved is one of my reasons for having an 
objection, perhaps rather biased, to multiplication measurements as a class; + 
this is that in order to use a central source you have of necessity lost the clean 
geometry you desire, which is a system without a space for a central source. 
Compensation for the source cavity is possible but is itself a potential source 
of error. 

E.D. CLAYTON, United States : 
In all these multiplication measurements people usually use at least three 

different counters or neutron detectors and these are placed at different posi- 
tions with respect to the assembly, so that experimentally we are never in a 
position where we have to rely on one counter or one so-called multiplication, 
but have multiple curves which must all indicate the same critical mass, as 
it were; usually that curve is used which predicts the smallest critical mass 
during the approach. 

H.C. PAXTON, United States: 
I might mention that we are in the somewhat ridiculous situation of 

using central source multiplication as a safety index in our own regulations. 
In the older days when our work was confined almost entirely to fast neutron 
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systems, this was not so bad; central source multiplication of ten meant 
three-quarters of the critical mass, all within perhaps & 5 % limits. This 
is no longer the situation, but we have not learned how to write simple regula- 
tions in any other terms and to us the multiplication of ten means 75 YA of the 
critical mass regardless of how the latter is established. There are some real 
problems where one is given a fixed fissile object and asked how safe it is to 
handle. One can only judge on the basis of multiplication measurements and, 
as Mr. Thomas has mentioned, the required replica becomes a very awkward 
thing where there is any hydrogenous material present. 

P. BENOIST : 

11 me parait interessant de noter que la methode de substitution progres- 
sive de Bather et Naudet, qui est utilisee en France depuis plusieurs annees 
pour l’experimentation sur des reseaux au graphite et k eau lourde et qui a 
fourni des resultats tres satisfaisants, pourrait etre utilisee Cgalement pour la 
determination du “ buckling ” dans des solutions aqueuses thermiques. 
11 me semble en effet que l’interpritation de cette methode de substitution 
doit etre plus facile en milieu homog&-ie qu’en milieu heterogene par suite 
de la disparition des effets d’anisotropie, d’une part, et de la disparition des 
effets dus & l’ecart par rapport A la symitrie de revolution, d’autre part. 
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